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Mr. Chairman, Thank you very much for your kind introduction.good morning everyone. My name is Liu Haitao,I am a assistant researcher from technology innovation center of china telecom . I am very honored to give this speech about our research here. My topic is Design and Implementation of New Technology towards 5G based on OpenAirInterface.  The title is kind of comprehensive Because I can’t think of a better name for the two demos.
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For first， I'd like to briefly introduce the background, mainly about the early work, it did help us a lot for later project,  which are lte wifi aggregation (lwa) and NR LDPC demo
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Developing experience from NOMA 
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We have been paying attention to openairinterface for a long time from the trunk_version to openairinterface5g. We showed a noma demo in the 3rd OAI workshop, Noma, still important according latest realease.  Actually, we have been working on it for two years before that. Except the essential possess for noma. It took us a lot time to do the related work like adding multi-thread in the UE side and upper layer’s function to Complete traffic transmission, and the most important thing is the way working with oai code , it’s realy  a big deal.
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Different couplings between LTE and WiFi. 
 Loose coupling: WiFi and LTE are physically independent but they are 

connected to the same IP network (i.e the internet). 
 Tight coupling: WiFi APs are directly connected to the cellular Evolved Packet 

Core (EPC) network. 
 Very tight coupling: WiFi APs are covered by an LTE eNodeB.

Background

Internet InternetInternet
EPC EPC EPC

(a) Loose coupling (b) Tight coupling (c) Very tight coupling

Ref:Very Tight Coupling Between LTE and WiFi: From Theory To Practice
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To provide a unified LTE/WiFi access, there are three main levels of coupling between the two technologies ,To use the WiFi network, the User Equipment (UE) first scans for available WiFi APs. It needs to authenticate on the selected AP and then can start to send or receive data. Thus, the UE has to stay some time in the AP coverage to start offloading.�However, the UE still needs to use WiFi security mechanisms which are time consuming. These solution were standardized by the 3GPP in release 10.�The data traffic can be offloaded to WiFi while the control functions (e.g. security, mobility, etc) are kept in the LTE network.  Which is same as lte-wifi aggregation system.
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LWA-system

The  system structure
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The  system structure is as shown in Figure. In eNB side, the application layer initiates traffic requests through the virtual network card which is referred to as tun0. This is a structure we have used in noma , when later oai version support uplers, we replace it with oai0. However, we use it again to do test when we complete LDPC in phy. Then, data from oai0 is transported to be processed in PDCP. After offloading, eNB sends part of data to LTE network and the other to WiFi.  raw socket is used for the wifi link and the data is packet as ethernet frame structure . At the other side, data arrives LTE PHY through the air interface and is delivered to merging and reordering function with WiFi packets. . Finally,after pdcp process, the  original packets are transmitted to upper layer to respond the requests.In fact, this is preparation for the upside
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LWA-flow control
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Lth（最大速率*门限因子）；Li : data available in PDCP  a threshold is configured by eNB and the eNB will send DL traffic on both LTE and WLAN links in LWA mode if the data available for transmission in PDCP exceeds the threshold.  when the data available for transmission in PDCP is below or equal to the threshold, now it’s in switch mode the eNB will send  traffic over LTE link only or WLAN link only as configured by the eNB.For lwa mode, we set a Initial ratio (like 1:1), and later we will check the link status at regular intervals. And offload more data to the underloaded�
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LWA hardware

PC + USRP B210
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The system configurations are shown in Table 1. We use USRP B210 and intel core i7 CPU. The real-time OAI system is deployed in FDD single input single output (SISO) mode. The target frequency is 2.66 GHz (band7) in a controlled indoor radio environment. We do the test in  5MHz(MegaHertz) and 10MHz .The eNB is connect to a router which offer the WiFi UE connect.
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LWA result
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For  result , As we know the delay of LTE and WiFi is different, the table 2 lists the different RTT of LTE and wifi,  we can see the wifi delay is very unstable, which lead to the problem of table 3The TABLE 3 lists the ratio of out-of-order packets counted by Iperf. the data packets that are out-of-order occur more and more with WiFi data ratio increases. we added a function to send the data in-order from RLC to PDCP , when the reordering function is used. The number of out-of-order packets decrease a lot.
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LWA result

 By changing the data traffic, the 
system can change the split 
strategy

 The lte drops soon and wifi arise 
when the usrp was cover by  an 
iron bucket
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From the iperf test, The eNB uses simultaneously WiFi and LTE in the situation (and we set the MCS of LTE as 25). the eNB first starts to send the entirely data packets over LTE for the Iperf bandwidth is lower than the peek bit rate of LTE. While the RLC buffer is being filled, the eNB starts using more and more WiFi, the rest data packets that LTE can not afford are sent over WiFi and the bit rate reaches more than ?Mbps and is still increasing. In addition, the bit rate of LWA is almost a total of LTE and WiFi. 
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LWA experiment

• 10MHz, the peak bitrate of the system 
is about 70 Mbps

• LTE USE 8 subframes, theoretical peak 
speed (about 30+Mbps) *0.8* 
threshold factor.
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As for the peak bitrate, here are some test in 10MHz      We also do some visuable work with gnuplot and octave
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NR-LDPC

UE侧256QAM星座图

System structure Experimental environment
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we want to show our demo of NR-LDPC based on OpenAirInterface platform, which is in line with 3GPP latest version. LDPC has been chosen as the coding scheme for the data channel of 3GPP 5G NR technical specifications. In the system, the extender instruction set and multithreading are used to optimize LDPC encoder and decoder. Some functions related to the LDPC are added like rate-matching and bit interleaving. Furthermore, 256QAM is also implemented in the demo.
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NR

LDPC encoder
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Here is  the detail process of ldpc encode in eNB
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NR LDPC

TBS
Single thread decode Multi-thread decode

Threads iterations Decode 
time Threads iterations Decode 

time
5632 1 2 0.24ms 1 2 0.24ms
11192 1 2 0.45ms 2 2 0.29ms
16800 1 6 1.32ms 3 6 0.65ms

Decoding optimization
AVX 
Multi-thread decode
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在LTE SDR实时系统中，每帧的处理时间为10ms，而编译码是对子帧进行处理，即每个子帧的处理时间，需要小于1ms。因此，在OAI LDPC系统中，对于LDPC软件译码时间有严格要求，即LDPC编译码需要进行加速处理，之前我们采用了AVX256进行指令集加速，即完成数据并行计算In the LTE SDR real-time system, the processing time of each frame is 10ms, while coding and decoding is to process sub-frames, that is, the processing time of each sub-frame needs to be less than 1ms.Therefore, in the OAI LDPC system, software for LDPC decoding time have strict requirements, namely LDPC decoding need to speed up processing,   we adopted AVX2(56) instruction set speed, data parallel computation is completed多线程译码是在TBS较大，需要Segmentation时，根据码块个数创建线程，这样译码时间就等于最大码块译码时间加上多线程的开销，理论上来说，在计算机性能支持的情况下，码块个数越多，线程加速效果越好。when TBS is larger ,data  need Segmentation,  for this Multi-threaded decoding is added and thread is created according to the number of code blocks. this decoding time is equal to the  decoding time of biggest code  and  time spend on  multithread, in theory, if  the condition of the computer support,  more code block number lead to the more threads , the results of speed-up become better.
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NR-256QAM

LTE-A
OAI DLSIM AWGN 
Channel performance 
simulation curve
(LTE rel14.3 36.213)
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对于NR 256QAM的需求，我们对OAI中是否支持256QAM调制进行了相关调研及修改，目前根据LTE Release v14.3 36.213标准，在OAI DLSIM平台实现了256QAM调制，其中目前可以达到MCS = 26, TBS = 22920。在OAI DLSIM平台下，不同调制方式的性能仿真曲线如图1所示：before NR 256 qam, we do the research if it’s supported in the OAI , according to the LTE Release v14.3 36.213 standard, the modulation is  implemented in the OAI DLSIM platform, which can achieve the MCS = 26 at present, TBS = 22920.Under the OAI DLSIM platform, the performance simulation curves of different modulation modes are shown in figure 1:When the modulation is 256qam, the snr is very high. It’s a challenge to the air interface
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NR-256QAM
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After that we started to do research on NR-256qamA tbs table is completed  according to 38.213 256 star map
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NR-problem

Frequence error
the system become unstable 

LDPC Decoding time
the decode time may lead to rx thread 
busy(exceed 2ms).

 Decode error
MCS over 20, related to SNR
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 On the other hand, the octoclock which offers 10MHz and pps signal works well. The throughput have a sudden drop frequently before. Now the sudden drop is gone and the system can work more stable for more time. So is it frequence-offset(or timing advance, not clearly) in ue side that leads to the problem or out-sync between the two usrps?
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Please follow our WeChat Official Account
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In the end, Forgive me for putting an Advertisement here for the S^2 wechat official account, it’s written by some people involed in communication expecially 5G. 
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